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About Us

COVETING Magazine is a digital publication born in the Principality of
Monaco, celebrating the art of living at the highest level.

The webzine focuses on fashion & beauty, travel in style, the best
culinary experiences, jewelry & watches, the hottest properties on the
market, unmissable events, art and design inspirations, wellness, and

luxury lifestyle.
 

The significant difference between COVETING and the other luxury
lifestyle magazines is the choice to give visibility and voice to every

luxury dimension.
 

Always seeking a conscious luxury and aware of the importance of
changing the luxury industry regarding sustainability issues, it was

evident for COVETING to start as a 100% digital magazine.
 

COVETING publication reaches more UHNWI than any other
publication in the marketplace since Monaco has the 1st highest number

of millionaires in the world by a square meter (1 out of 3 inhabitants)
with 12 261 UHNWI for 38 960 residents. 
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The digital nature of COVETING allows us to be at your fingertips. Our
readers can access our publications from anywhere globally, from all

devices: computer, tablet, laptop, and smartphone. 
 

All content has interactive links by which readers can instantly share
articles via social networks, save them, or make inquiries about services

and products. 
 
 

Digital Edition
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Advertising
 

WHY ADVERTISE
 

COVETING readers are women and men living high-standing life,
traveling across the world, interested in luxury goods and experiences.

Therefore, advertising in our digital magazine is the opportunity for
companies to get a high-class clientele choosing every time the most

suitable advertising format.
 

 RATES
 

Ad Banner placement with the link to your website 
 500€/month (banner production not included)

 
Tailormade article + Instagram promotion

including 3 posts and stories + 1 newsletter 
750€

 
PAY PER CLIC OFFER

Long-term collaboration  • On request
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Categories

Covering All Facets of Luxury

COVETING

Jewelry & Watches
 Luxury Homes 

Residence & Estates 
Spa & Wellness

Supercars 
 Travel & Resorts 

Yachts

Art & Design  
Aviation
Beauty
Event

Fashion
Food & Drink 

Hospitality





Editorial

EDITORIAL SUBMISSION
COVETING magazine is always looking for quality articles and editorial

submissions from its site visitors.
Our magazine is especially interested in top-notch writers who can make

detailed articles maintaining lightness, captivating productions maintaining
accuracy. COVETING readers enjoy luxury-related stories and exclusive

content.
Our editorial team will evaluate every request according to quality, content,

relevance, and respect of our standards to decide if to publish it or not.
 

HOW TO SUBMIT
All editorial submissions should be emailed to

editor@covetingmagazine.com. All images must be provided a minimum of
300dpi high-resolution JPEG files. If you wish to send multiple photos,

please submit a .zip file with pictures and any credits or using
wetransfer.com. 

Word limits vary per article, but our average articles are between 400-600
words. Please send all your social media info (#,@) to help us to credit once

published.
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Send us any inquiries
 hello@covetingmagazine.com  

 
To submit your article 

editor@covetingmagazine.com 
 

Follow us on
 
 
 

@covetingmagazine
www.covetingmagazine.com

Contact Us
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